Acquired skewing of Lyonization remains stable for a prolonged period in healthy blood donors.
The pattern of X-chromosome inactivation (XCIP), or Lyonization, can be used to distinguish monoclonal from polyclonal cell populations in females. However, a skewed XCIP exists in hematopoietic cells in approximately 40% of healthy elderly females, interfering with interpretation of clonality assays. In hematopoiesis, an active stem cell pool is assumed to be present within a larger population of inactive stem cells, with a continuous exchange of cells between the two compartments. The assumption that the active stem cell pool size decreases with age may explain the phenomenon of acquired skewing occurring by chance and predicts the XCIP of this population to fluctuate. This fluctuation should be reflected in the XCIP of peripheral granulocytes. We examined the XCIP for fluctuations in time in peripheral granulocytes, monocytes and T cells of young, middle-aged and elderly healthy females. We used an optimized HUMARA PCR assay that eliminates unbalanced DNA amplification. We found no fluctuations in XCIP in any age group in up to 18 months follow-up. We conclude that acquired skewing arises gradually in life without fluctuations in XCIP and that analysis at multiple time points cannot distinguish monoclonal hematopoiesis from normal, skewed hematopoiesis.